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DESCRIPTION

ModSecur® BMS – Building Management
System, it is a multifunction data acquisition
and control system. It is a control and
monitoring software, based on a multiprotocol appliance of open supervision,
allowing the use of different types of data
acquisition units, and the integration of
equipment from multiple manufacturers,
through standard interfaces and protocols.
Synoptics configured according to each
installation, using appropriate symbols,
bearing in mind simplicity, clarity of
information and ease of use.

Scope of Application
ModSecur® BMS is used to measure the
technical parameters of various equipment in
the infrastructure of one or more buildings, or
part of them.
This function meets the requirements for the
following:
- Monitoring for system control;
- Alert for measurement fluctuations;
- Monitoring for consumption;
- Equipment evaluation;
- Record of previous consumption and alarms;
- Identification of harmonic disturbances.

Main Features
- Control and monitoring via web browser;
- Monitoring of the status of electrical panel
protections and measurement of network
analyzers;
- Temperature and humidity monitoring;
- Air flow measurement;
- Supervision in the measurement of values
from UPS;
- Electronic security systems;
- Alarmistics;
- Notifications via e-mail and/or SMS;
- Reporting and graphical analysis;
- User management.

USER MANAGEMENT
Each user has his own ID, making it possible to
consult access records and browsing history.
Access to information for each user is
dependent on the hierarchical level and their
area of expertise, such as, for example, a
building maintenance officer will have access to
a category of information appropriate to their
work, such as HVAC systems, electrical systems
and electrical consumption. The person
responsible for the security area will have
access control, fire detection systems and other
Reading inherent to his work.
This way, ModSecur BMS solution brings the
advantage of having, on a single platform, all
the information related to the building,
assigning different accesses, depending on the
pre-established permissions for users.

icon. These icons can be green, for no active
alarms, or red, for active alarms in the location.
To consult the active alarms, click on the alarm
list always present during the entire navigation.
When clicking on locations or alarms, the user
goes to the dashboard page of the specific
building. This dashboard has a strong advantage
over other manufactures’ platforms as it is
modular and customizable, being possible to
choose the information that is presented. The
user builds his dashboard using removable
blocks and editing those blocks with the
information he wants to view.

ALARMS
Alarm management is a key tool for the
operations
control
center.
For
this
management to be performed successfully, the
information is presented in an intuitive way,
though different icons and colors, which
facilitate interpretative analysis and the
identification of anomalies.
On the alarms page, detailed information about
all events is presented and filtered by different
priority levels, with start and end dates, alarm
description, among other details.

THE PLATAFORM
After logging in, the user enters the main page
of the platform, where a map is displayed with
the locations of the buildings represented by an

The identification of alarms is present
throughout the navigation, being possible, at
any moment, to access the detail page of a
specific alarm, the guide for handling the
occurrence, a real-time video of the zone where
the alarm occurred and another with a
recording of the occurrence.

MODULAR SYSTEM
Modsecur BMS’s platform is modular, to offer you exactly what you are looking to monitor.
Depending on the characteristics of the building and the needs of the business, new modules can be
integrated into the existing platform. The Reporting module allows obtaining and analyzing data that
facilitates the management of a facility, by identifying deviations in consumption, occurrence of
breakdowns and incidents. These analyzes are crucial to the decision-making process in critical
situations, enabling the profitability and efficiency of the various facilities resources and equipment.

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Multi-user based on
web environment.

ModSecur BMS Server

Equipment communication services

Ability to read and write various devices
through communication protocols (TCP/IP,
ModBus, Dali, KNX, ProfibUS, ETC) and
interface with libraries of functions provided
by several manufactures (API and SDK).

Reporting

SPECIFICATIONS
Hardware requirements
Processor: XEON E5-4640 V4
Storage: 32GB (ECC VDR4)
Disk: 1TB
Network: 100 Mb/s
Power Supply: redundant sources

Operating System
MSW10 ou MSW Server 2016 (or higher)
SQL Server Express (minimum recommended) or SQL Enterprise
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